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Abstract
New technological developments are quickly changing the ways the product design
community communicates in the workplace and in the classroom. Slack, an online
communication software with some project management features, has become a pop-
ular communication tool among many workers and students. This thesis examines the
Slack conversation conducted by 16 student product development teams in a course
at MIT, 2.009: Product Engineering Processes. Following a typical product develop-
ment process, teams of 17-20 students each used the online communication tool in
addition to face-to-face meetings to design new products in one semester.
The resulting conversations were analyzed for message count over the course of
the semester, message count by day of the week and hour of the day, message count
breakdown by user, and communication organization. From these results, it was ob-
served that teams tended to increase their communication right before a deadline and
decrease it right after. When viewing teams' communication patterns by day of the
week and the hour of the day, it was seen that many teams increased their commu-
nication in a short period after team meetings. In both of these graphs, successful
teams tended to have more consistent communication. There was a positive correla-
tion (granted, with low a R-squared value) between the amount teams report working
on the class and their Slack activity by day. When looking at a team's total amount
of communication, it may indicate team members are working well, but it may also
indicate they are struggling. Teams with higher levels of success tended to have a
more organized communication structure than teams with lower levels of success, as
assessed by instructors. In addition to the data collected in this thesis, further re-
search is still needed to understand with more certainty how online communication
patterns correlate to teams' levels of success or team behaviors.
Thesis Supervisor: David R. Wallace
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering, MacVicar Faculty Fellow
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
With the advent of new technologies, communication among product development
teams has been changing rapidly [1]. As crowdsourced design and virtual teams
become increasingly prevalent [2], there is a need to better understand online com-
munication in this setting. This thesis aims to better understand the quality and
quantity of online communication and how it relates to the product development pro-
cess. Specifically, this thesis analyzes the communication that 16 student product
development teams at MIT had using Slack, a team communication software offered
by Slack Technologies, Inc. [3] [4].
Before 2016, the student design teams in the observed course used many differ-
ent communication platforms and project management tools. Many students in this
course had not had project management experience in this type of a situation before,
and there were many pain points surrounding communication among team members
and the course staff guiding those teams. Since 2016, Slack was set up for and used
by teams with the intention to streamline their communication and make it more
accessible to their instructors.
The question this thesis addresses is: Are there observable online communication
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patterns that correlate to the team's level of success or team behaviors? If so, these
patterns could be used to guide future students in how they might organize and con-
duct their communication. Chapter 1 introduces team communication, the course
(2.009: Product Engineering Processes), and Slack. Chapter 2 explains the experi-
mental set up and analysis procedure of Slack use in 2.009. Chapter 3 presents the
results of Slack communication and other course data. Chapter 4 provides analysis
and discussion of those results, and Chapter 5 offers conclusions and suggestions for
further research.
1.2 Background: Communication and Product De-
velopment
The product development process is full of changes; designs are updated, new infor-
mation arises, and the estimated time needed to complete tasks is in constant flux.
Good project management, including clear communication to necessary task forces
(smaller sub-teams focusing on specific areas of the design), eases the difficultly of
working in a constantly changing environment [5]. Efficient communication is es-
sential to the productivity of research and development teams [6]. Consistency of
integration among cross-functional teams (mechanical design, electrical design, and
user testing task forces, for example) is positively correlated to product quality [7].
Teamwork and team cohesion factor into the product development process. Clark
and Fujimoto state that cross-functional coordination within a design firm is strongly
correlated with product quality [7]. They further conclude that creating a coherent
team may be a precondition to, but does not guarantee, successful product develop-
ment. Communication, along with coordination, balance of member contributions,
mutual support, effort, and cohesion, is one of the six facets Hoegl and Gemuenden
used to assess teamwork quality of teams who work on innovative projects [8]. In
a university setting, Easley et al. showed that the use of a collaboration system is
16
positively correlated to team performance and teamwork quality [9].
Banker et al. showed that using a collaborative tool increases collaboration on a
product design team, leading to improvement in product quality, reduction in design
timeline, and a decrease in development costs. They go on to say that there is a
need to "observe how the intensity of collaboration changes over time" as products
develop [10]. The different types of tasks a team might perform-generate, choose,
negotiate, and execute-are suited for different types of communication [11]. This
is related to how a team's communication type changes depending on their current
innovation phase [12].
Informal communication-short conversations at a desk, phone calls, or emails-
plays an important role in the development process [13]. In a development firm,
designers might sit in the vicinity of each other allowing for a higher frequency of
informal communication. However, this thesis observes students who are taking mul-
tiple classes and don't have that situation. The students used Slack to help increase
their communication when they weren't in face-to-face meetings. With the interac-
tion of instant group messaging, Slack allows teams to organize the communication
of sub-teams into different "channels" [14]. It's interface has made it popular with
over 5 million workers who use it daily [15].
While electronic communication is increasing within design teams, when used ef-
fectively, it is a supplement and not a substitution for face-to-face communication
[7]. Additionally, on cross-functional teams and then on the integration of the teams,
Clark and Fujimoto say, "cross-functional project teams, however prevalent, do not
guarantee effective development. Even good 'teamwork' may not be enough" [7].
Easley et al. state that "it is not just the presence of particular patterns of character-
istics that cause higher performance; rather, it is the fact that particular patterns of
characteristics lead to helpful behaviors and processes that create success" [9]. This
thesis follows student teams who participate in both face-to-face and online com-
munication, presenting data on how teams spend their development time, how they
17
communicate, and their product results.
1.3 2.009: Product Engineering Processes
2.009: Product Engineering Processes is a mechanical engineering course at MIT
primarily taken by seniors in that department. In this course, eight teams of 17-
20 students each are tasked with designing a new product under a broad theme.
This course teaches design and engineering topics like brainstorming, estimation,
user observation, prototyping techniques, writing specifications, product architecture,
design for assembly, and debugging, and it also teaches team and project management
skills like running meetings, holding presentations, and scheduling project timelines
[16]. 2.009 is usually the first time students in this department encounter a situation
where they work on a project with this many team members and where they have
full control over the direction of the project. In a team setting like 2.009, effective
communication among members is key to product success. Instructors and mentors,
who may only see students three hours a week, can better guide students if the teams
have clear and visible communication.
1.3.1 Course Structure
In 2016 and 2017, there were three one-hour lectures a week (Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday). There were about 150 students in the course each year, and they had
a number of resources available to them during the semester. There was one course
instructor and 4-5 teaching assistants (TAs). Each team had two lab instructors and
one communications instructor who attended all their meetings and were responsible
for grading the students. Additionally, each team had 4-6 mentors (typically industry
professionals, graduate students, or alumni of the course) who attended their meetings
and gave feedback and advice when needed. All teams shared six technical instructors,
two course librarians, and an administrative assistant. Some course staff (the technical
18
instructors, for example) was more available for face-to-face meetings, and other staff
(librarians, for example) was more responsive to online communication, setting up
face-to-face meetings if needed. Many staff members had a mix of the two, meeting
with students face-to-face during their lab sections, but being available online for
questions when needed. The structure of the course was analogized to a product
development firm (Figure 1-1).
Labs: Product development activity
Technical managers I-d)hIn, tt m I tor".
Design teem -
Consultants --
Consultants 6 technical instructors (Pappalardo Lab staff)
Consuttants 2 course librarians
Admin support 1 administrative assistant
CEO 1 course instructor
Aides 4-5 teaching assistants
Figure 1-1: The staff and team structure of 2.009.
Teams had a budget of $7000 in 2016 and $7500 in 2017 for the entire semester.
They worked in the fully staffed Pappalardo Lab [17]. In this lab, each team had a
workbench and set of machines and tools. Larger machines and tools in Pappalardo
Lab were available for the teams to share. The teams had access to 3D printers,
milling machines, lathes, a waterjet, laser cutters, and other rapid prototyping tools.
Both the 3D printer and waterjet were fully operated by the course staff, while the
students operated all other machines with help of staff if needed. Many materials
and off-the-shelf prototyping items were available in the lab space for teams to buy
or rent, but they also bought needed materials online and at local businesses.
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1.3.2 Team Structure
At the beginning of the course, each of the eight teams (Blue, Green, Orange, Pink,
Purple, Red, Silver, and Yellow Teams) were divided into two sections (Sections A
and B). The two sections worked in parallel to generate ideas, build sketch models of
potential concepts, and design mockups. The sections then came together to decide
which one concept to pursue for the remainder of the semester.
The eight teams each had scheduled three-hour long meetings each week. Teams
met on Tuesday afternoons, Wednesday afternoons or evenings, or Thursday morn-
ing or afternoons. The teams' labs and project timelines are outlined and guided
by the course staff, but the students themselves make all project-related decisions
and run the lab meetings themselves. As part of the lab guidelines, the course staff
have outlined roles for students in each of the sections. Table 1.1 presents those roles
and the corresponding responsibilities [18]. For the purpose of this thesis, the sys-
tem integrator (SI) and Slack Master roles are discussed further. The SIs are charged
with coordinating weekly meetings, agendas, and goals, structuring the process to de-
fine task forces, ensuring that the meeting minutes and team's Slack site is properly
maintained, facilitating communication within and between team task forces, form-
ing and maintaining the overall project schedule in consultation with the team lab
instructors, spearheading the development of the product contract and specifications,
forming and maintaining a system image of the product as it is designed, and helping
with the physical integration of product subsystems. One month into the semester,
the SIs were offered an optional tutorial on team communication strategies, focusing
on both face-to-face and online communication. The Slack Masters are tasked with
advocating for and educating the team on the use of Slack while making sure the
workspace is up-to-date and organized.
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Table 1.1: Roles among a 2.009 section. Each section has one of each of
giving two per team.
Role name Role responsibility
System Integrator (SI) Product and team integration
Financial Officer Managing budget
Tool Officer Maintaining lab workspace
Information Officer Interface to librarian
Slack Master Managing team project site
Safety Officer Product and team safety
Yoda Officer Facilitate teamwork excellence
these officers,
1.3.3 Project Workflow
The 2.009 teams follow a similar product development process as one might see in a
product design firm [13]. Figure 1-2 shows a detailed workflow of the 2016 semester,
highlighting the project milestones. The 2017 semester was structured similarly with
the same number of weeks between milestones. For each of these milestones, instruc-
tors and mentors gave timely feedback to the students, so they could incorporate it
during their next meetings.
Three ideas Mockup
presentation review
September 26, during class October 20
3 ideas per section 2 mockups per section
Sketch model
review sete
October 6 October
3 models per section 1 concept pe
Assembly
review I
November 2 & 4
1 assembly
Final
ctIon
24-27
r team
Final
presentation
December 12
1 alpha prototype
Technical
review
November 17
1 (almost) prototype
Figure 1-2: The workflow during a single 2.009 semester. The visual separation
between milestones correlated to the amount of days between milestones. A single
semester is about 100 days long.
For examples of what a product might look like at each milestone, Figure 1-3
shows the work of Yellow Team in 2015 who developed Petra, a multipurpose device
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I
to help cavers descend more safely [19]. The workflow was also structured similarly
in 2015.
At the three ideas presentation [20], each section presented three posters showing
three potential concepts. This poster includes details like what the product does, who
might use the product, and basic calculations to prove the potential feasibility of the
product. Students had two minutes and thirty seconds to pitch these three ideas and
descriptions to the class and course instructors.
At the sketch model reviews, each section presented three sketch models [21].
Sketch models are simple models (possibly made from foam core or protoboards) to
answer the most critical questions regarding a concept. They are simple models that
designers don't spend a lot of effort or time making before they reach the desired
answer. In the context of 2.009, typically, each of the section's three sketch models
answered a single question about three different concepts, but some sections chose to
build two sketch models to answer two questions about a single concept. During the
sketch model reviews, sections had six minutes to present their three sketch models
to fellow students, mentors, and instructors. These presentations were followed by
two minutes of question and answer.
At the mockup reviews, each section presented two mockup models [22]. Mockup
models are more advanced models and function as a proof of concept. They do
not look like the finished product. Again, in the context of 2.009, typically, each
of the section's two mockup models answered a single question about two different
concepts, but some sections chose to build two mockups to answer two questions
about a single concept. The mockup reviews were held in two parts. In the first part,
students had six minutes to present their two mockups to fellow students, mentors,
and instructors. In the second part, the mentors and instructors visited the sections
at their lab benches for ten minutes to see and use the mockups in more detail.
This setting allowed for conversations to take place between the sections and their
audience.
22
winch
ratchet gear
Passive devicefeatures Belays both climbers
feasibility Ratchet mechanism
I user Rock climbers
market Million
(a) Idea poster for Simul-Climber, an idea
that helped lead to their final concept.
(c) Mockup of FallNot, a second iteration
of Petra.
(e) Tech Review model of Petra
(b) Sketch model for AscendAble, the first
iteration of Petra.
(d) Assembly Review image of Petra.
(f) Final alpha prototype of Petra.
Figure 1-3: Images of the models that the 2015 Yellow Team took at each product
development milestone to develop Petra, device to help cavers descend more safely.
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After the mockup reviews, the teams came together to evaluate their four total
concepts. They picked one concept to pursue for the remainder of the semester.
This discussion takes into account many aspects, including value proposition, feasi-
bility within the team's skill and time remaining, potential market size, and possible
concerns from instructor feedback.
At the assembly reviews [23], teams presented initial 3D CAD models of their
final prototype and storyboards of the products' use cases. Teams had ten minutes
to present to fellow students and instructors. They were encouraged to treat these
presentations more like discussions between the presenters and the audience so they
could get as much feedback as possible.
At the technical reviews, instructors and mentors visited teach team for fifteen
minutes to see and test their models [24]. The teams aimed to have works-like,
looks-like models of their products. The technical review scenarios for each product
simulated real conditions that that products might experience.
At the product launches, teams presented their alpha prototypes to live audiences
of 1200 people and live online audiences of over 15,000 viewers [25]. An alpha proto-
type is a works-like, looks-like model of the final prototype, but it is not necessarily
manufactured with the same processes or with the same materials as the final pro-
totype would be. At these presentations, teams had seven minutes to demonstrate
their product, explain the use case, and present a business plan for how this product
might enter the market. There were four minutes of question and answer following.
Communication within teams was expected to change throughout the semester,
especially as two sections merged into a single group after the mockup reviews. As
the products developed, the SIs and other team members were expected to see the
need for task forces, or sub-teams, to focus on specific aspects of the development
(electrical engineering, presentation, or industrial design, for example). These task
forces generally had their own leadership structure, with one team member interacting
between the task force and the SIs.
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1.3.4 Assignments and Grading
After each milestone, the reviewers (instructors and mentors) submitted forms on
how they believed the concepts and models performed. Depending on the milestone,
grading criteria differed. These data provided a ranking of the concepts with standard
deviations, which was then presented to the students so they could understand how
their concepts compared to the field. When presented, it was emphasized that these
rankings were based on reviewers' opinions and should not function as guidelines of
which concepts to pursue further.
In addition to the work done for milestones, there are additional assignments
not discussed further in this thesis: a brainstorming assignment, design notebook
submissions, and peer and team reviews. The grading breakdown for 2.009 can be
found in Table 1.2. Students' online, face-to-face, and written communication might
play a direct factor into their design notebook and instructor leverage. The design
notebooks were notebooks in which students were expected to keep up-to-date logs
of their contributions. They were asked to write reflections after each milestone, at
which point, instructors would read them, provide comments, and grade them. If an
instructor saw that a student was particularly active or inactive online, that could be a
factor into the instructor leverage part of a student's final grade. Their communication
with team members most likely played a role in how their peers reviewed them.
Each day, students were asked to fill out timesheets, giving the number of minutes
spent on course-related tasks. The list of tasks available for students to report are
in Table 1.3. These timesheets were due after each milestone, and they not used to
grade students. Timesheet data will be used in Chapter 3 to help better analyze the
teams' online communication.
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Table 1.2: The grading breakdown of 2.009.
Deliverable Percentage Assigned to
of Grade
Brainstorming 5 Individual
Design notebook 10 Individual
Peer review 10 Individual
Instructor leverage 5 Individual
Three ideas review 5 Section
Sketch model review 15 Section
Mockup review 15 Section
Assembly review 5 Team
Technical review 20 Team
Final presentation 10 Team
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Table 1.3: The list of tasks available for students to report on their timesheets.
Tasks
identifying design problems
generating design concepts
selecting design concepts or details
sketching ideas
CAD modeling
writing about your project
analyzing or calculating
conducting focus groups with users
observing in the field
researching the market
benchmarking/looking at competitive products
searching/reviewing patents
searching/reviewing non-patent product-related literature
searching/reviewing design/industrial design/technique-related literature
procuring materials
fabricating parts
finishing
assembling
testing/debugging without client/user
testing/debugging with client/user
organizing via meetings
organizing via email, phone, messaging, etc.
preparing for class, lab, meetings
preparing presentations
practicing presentations
attending class lectures
recording timesheet data
thinking on your own
hanging out in lab
communicating in other ways with users/clients
attending design milestones
conflict management
other
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1.4 Slack Communication Software
Slack is an online communication platform that users can access through a website,
a desktop app, or a phone app in which teams use a workspace to organize their
communication. Slack allows for teams to organize their communication, messaging
in different channels for different sub-teams. While it can interface with other apps
that handle file management, task management, or scheduling, Slack does not touch
these topics directly. Figures 1-4 and 1-5 show the Slack workspace used by the 2017
Blue Team. These are taken from Slack's website and iOS app, respectively.
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UnPrecision Microdrives
How to Drive a Vibration Motor with Ardulno and Genulno I Precision Microdrives
Looking to drive a DC vibration motor using an Arduino or Genuino? In this article
you'll find simple circuitry, suggestions on using PWM, and example code to download.
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6:02 PM
Lab just opened back upI M 6:41 PM
https://www.pololu.com/file/0J793/tps6306x-datasheet.pdf
+ kessage #electronics
Figure 1-4: The Slack workspace used by the 2017 Blue Team (website version).
On the left, one can see the channels this user is a member of and her recent direct
messages. She is currently viewing the #electronics channel, and has five notifications
in the #general channel with unread messages in the #ask-the-tas channel
In a workspace, team members can communicate with each other through channels
(public or private to the rest of the team member) or though direct messaging (pri-
vate). In their messages, team members can directly tag individual members or the
whole channel. Team members can change their notification settings for each channel.
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Figure 1-5: The Slack workspace used by the 2017 Blue Team (iOS app version).
Clicking the Slack icon in the top left corner will reveal a similar sidebar of channels
seen in Figure 1-4.
Team members can download third party apps, or bots, to their Slack workspace to
aid in their team organization. For example, the 2017 Blue Team used the Google
Calendar app to remind team members of upcoming events (Figure 1-6). Other com-
monly used apps are outlined in Subsection 3.1.2. If team members believe an active
channel is no longer needed, they can archive it. This will retain the information,
but communication can no longer happen unless it is reactivated. Slack offers more
comprehensive information about how to use their software online [26] [27] [28].
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#calendar
A 0 9 0 0 Add a topic
Friday,3 2.009 Blue Team (Section A) APP 3:30 PM
Event starting in 30 minutes:
[ALL] Practice sessions
Dec 8 from 4:00 PM to 8:00 PM at 2-190
0 Q Serc
December 8th
Sunday, December 10th
i-, --- -- 2.009 Blue Team (Section A) APP 1:30 PM
Event starting in 30 minutes:
[ALL] Final presentation practice hours
n Dec 10 from 2:00 PM to 6:00 PM at 3-370
Figure 1-6: Messages from the Google Calendar bot. In this case, the team directed
the bot to post in its own channel, #calendar, but it could post in any channel desired.
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Chapter 2
Method: Slack in the 2.009
Context
In 2015 and earlier, 2.009 teams chose any mode of communication that they saw fit.
Some teams used Slack, but others used email, Facebook messenger, What's App,
SMS messaging, and others. These varied forms of communication made it difficult
for instructors to follow everything that happened outside of scheduled lab meetings,
so in 2016 and 2017, the course staff decided to create Slack workspaces for each
team. This thesis follows 16 2.009 teams, 8 in 2016 and 8 in 2017, and analyzes their
online communication.
2.1 Slack Set-up
Each team had their own Slack workspace. The workspaces were set up by the
course staff for the teams before the semester began under an admin user (an account
accessible by the course teaching assistants, or TAs), and invitations were sent to
students, mentors, and instructors when the teams were assigned. The only channels
set up by the course staff were the #general and #random channels, the two channels
that come on all Slack workspaces when first set up. All members were added to
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these channels. All remaining channels were created by the students. When Team
Site Masters were chosen, those students were made administrators of the Slack site
in addition to the admin user.
To complement the Slack workspaces, the course staff also set up email mailing
lists for each of the two sections (students, mentors, and instructors), for just the
mentors of each team, for just the instructors of each team, and for entire team
(students, mentors, and instructors). Teams were also given Dropbox accounts with
unlimited storage for file management.
2.1.1 Course-Wide Channels
In 2016, two channels (#ask-the-tas and #announcements) were created and linked
amongst all eight Slack teams as well as a team used by the course TAs. These
channels were linked using Slackline, a paid subscription that allowed different teams
to communicate on the same channel. The #ask-the-tas channel gave a space where
students from any team could ask a question directed at the TAs, and the TAs
could provide a quick answer. The entire class would be able to see this discussion,
and sometimes students would answer each others questions. The #announcements
channel provided a space where TAs could send short announcements to the class.
All members were added to these channels at the beginning of the semester.
In 2017, only a #ask-the-tas channel was set up, and it was used for both purposes
outlined above. This channel was initially set up using Slackline, but transferred to
another subscription service, Zapier, that provided a similar function when Slackline
discontinued operation mid-way through the semester. In this semester, these chan-
nels were opt-in, meaning the students would need to join the channel if they wanted
notifications from them. 84 students joined the channel, but others could still post
to it. Additionally in both semesters, communication between the students and staff
still happened face-to-face, through the course website, and though emails.
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2.2 Transcript Parsing
Transcripts of analyzed channels were downloaded in the form of .json files. Python
scripts were used to parse these transcripts. This section describes the types of
messages that were parsed and parsing procedure. The Python scripts can be found
in Appendix B. Once the messages were parsed, Excel was used to analyze the data.
2.2.1 Private Channels and Direct Messages
In addition to public channels, Slack allows for members to communicate though pri-
vate channels and direct messages. The teams were encouraged to make all channels
public so their instructors could follow conversations, but this did not necessarily
happen in all cases. The private channels are not analyzed in this thesis.
Students could communicate with each other in the form of direct messages. These
messages could be between any number of team members. A typical use case for a
direct message between a few people is if they were working on together for so short
an amount of time that it wouldn't warrant creating a channel. Direct messages are
kept private from others, so in this thesis, no direct messages were analyzed.
2.2.2 Parsing Procedure
Slack allows for members to export transcripts of all public communication that took
place in a workspace. This export did not include private channels or direct messages.
These transcripts were exported in the form of .json files where each message was an
element of a list. There was one folder for each public channel, and one .json file
for each day of activity within that channel. The information included in these files
was message type, member who sent the message, message content, and a timestamp
(Figure 2-1). Also included in the export was a member list where each username is
mapped to a team member ID.
While most channel activity is messages from members, there are also notifica-
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Figure 2-1: An example list element of a message from the 2016 Green Team's general
channel. From this example, one can tell the team member who sent the message
was U2AG8Q03Y. A separate .json file related that user code to a member's name.
The text in the message was "Who's working on our website?" The message was sent
with a unix timestamp of 1481384540, which was on December 10, 2016 at 10:42am
EST.
tions from bots (Google Calendar, for example) or Slack itself (a notification when
a member joins a channel, for example). These list elements note the subtype. Fig-
ure 2-2 shows the transcript list element corresponding to the top message shown in
Figure 1-6.
Figure 2-2: An example list element of a bot message subtype from the Google
Calendar bot that the 2017 Blue Team had set up.
Transcripts for each team were exported and analyzed with Python scripts. These
scripts analyzed the files in each channel and for each team to look for: total message
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activity by day and by channel throughout the semester, total message activity by
team member, message activity by the day of the week and by hour of the day, and
channel organization.
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Chapter 3
Slack Communication and Course
Data
This chapter presents the results from the Slack transcript parsing and course data.
3.1 Slack Usage Results
3.1.1 Common Student-Made Channels
Teams created an average of 24.4 10.7 active channels (including the #general,
#random, #ask-the-tas, and #announcements channels) and 45.3 13.3 total active
and archived channels. The active channels had an average of 15.1 3.7 members per
channel. In addition to the #general, #random, #ask-the-tas, and #announcements
channels, many teams created channels for A and B sections, as well as channels for
the different concepts through the mockup review. Once the teams had decided on a
single concept after the mockup review, teams created channels for task forces that
focused on specific areas of a product's design. Common channels in this category were
mechanical design, industrial design, user testing, CAD, electrical engineering, user
interface, and presentation. Some teams created channels for project management,
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including minutes, calendars, deliverables, and financial. All the teams' channels,
their active status, and number of members at the end of each term are available in
Tables B.1 to B.16 in Appendix B.
3.1.2 Bots Added in Workspaces
At the end of each semester, 2.009 teams had an average of 7.3 2.1 bots added
to their Slack workspaces. 2.009 students used bots for scheduling, project and task
management, file management, polling and decision-making, connecting Slack chat
to other chat platforms, social extras, and others. Additionally, the 2.009 staff added
bots for connecting the teams to the #ask-the-tas and #announcements channels
(Slackline in 2016 and Zapier in 2017). Table 3.1 provides the bots used and the
number of teams that used those bots.
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Table 3.1: Bots used in the 2.009 Slack workspaces in 2016 and 2017.
Bot Category Bot Name Teams Using Bot
Meekan Scheduling 11
Scheduling Google Calendar 5
Meeting Bot 1
Sunsana 1
Kyber 9
To-do 5
Project and task management Tolls 3Todolist 2
Wunderlist 2
Trello Alerts 1
Google Drive 16
File management Dropbox 7
Github 3
Simple Poll 8
Polling and decision-making Polly 4
Conclude 2
Connecting teams Zaie 8
aero 8
Connecting to other platforms Mailrk 1
Mechanical engineering-related Dragon Tools 1
Giphy 11
Social extras Bitmoji 1
Other RSS 1Sesame Shortcuts 1
3.1.3 Slack Activity
Figure 3-1 shows the total daily Slack activity of all 2.009 teams across both years.
Figures 3-2 and 3-3 show the same data broken down by team. Overlaid on graphs
are the milestone dates.
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Figure 3-1: Total daily Slack activity of all 2.009 teams across both years.
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Figure 3-2: Total daily Slack activity of 2016 2.009 teams. Line color corresponds to
team color.
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Figure 3-3: Total daily Slack activity of 2017 2.009 teams. Line color corresponds to
team color.
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Figure 3-4 shows the amount of activity the 2017 Orange Team had by day of the
week and by hour of the day across the whole semester. Graphs for all 16 teams are
shown in Appendix B in Figure B-1.
Sunday ,o,* *
Saturday**** * * * * * * *
Fridy*** ** * * * *. .
Thursday*** . . e e e e e
Wednesday 0 Wq0 0
Tuesday****O o . * .@ e
Monday*.
12AM 4AM 8AM 12PM 4PM 8PM
Figure 3-4: The amount of activity the 2017 Orange Team had by day of the week
and by hour of the day over during the semester. Their lab time was 7-10pm on
Wednesdays, and lecture was 1-2pm on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. Graphs
for all teams are in Appendix B.
Figure 3-5 shows the breakdown of team messages by team member for all 16
teams during the whole year. The light gray slices represent the team SIs who were
expected to communicate more than the average team member given their role. All
teams had at least one SIs who was in the top three of most communicative team
members, and 12 teams had both SIs in the top half of most communicative team
members. The 2016 Pink Team had 3 SIs who worked together to integrate the team.
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(a)
2016 Blue Team
Total messages: 11,210
(c)
2016 Orange Team
Total messages: 11,204
(e)
2016 Purple Team
Total messages: 4965
(b)
2016 Green Team
Total messages: 7847
(d)
2016 Pink Team
Total messages: 4174
(f)
2016 Red Team
Total messages: 9978
Figure 3-5: 2.009 teams' message activity broken down by team member. Light gray
slices are SIs, and dark gray slices are other team members. Continued on next page.
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(g)
2016 Silver Team
Total messages: 10,046
(i)
2017 Blue Team
Total messages: 5606
(k)
2017 Orange Team
Total messages: 7160
(h)
2016 Yellow Team
Total messages: 10,069
(j)
2017 Green Team
Total messages: 14,966
(1)
2017 Pink Team
Total messages: 9593
Figure 3-5: 2.009 teams' message activity broken down by team member. Light gray
slices are SIs, and dark gray slices are other team members. Continued on next page.
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(m)
2017 Purple Team
Total messages: 8207
(o)
2017 Silver Team
Total messages: 4619
(n)
2017 Red Team
Total messages: 6511
(p)
2017 Yellow Team
Total messages: 7395
Figure 3-5: 2.009 teams' message activity broken down by team member. Light gray
slices are SIs, and dark gray slices are other team members. Note that these messages
do not include file shares (uploaded photos or videos, for example).
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3.2 Timesheet Results
Students were asked to self-report hours spent on course activities daily and submit
their hours after every milestone. Figure 3-6 shows the normalized reported hours
of all students along with the normalized total Slack activity of all students over
the course of the semester. Figure 3-7 shows these data by individual team. Figure
3-8 shows correlations between the normalized reported timesheet hours and Slack
activity for all 2.009 teams. Figure 3-9 shows these data by individual team.
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Figure 3-6: Normalized reported timesheet hours of all 2.009 students (black line)
with normalized total Slack activity of all students (orange line) over the course of
the semester.
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Figure 3-7: Teams' Slack activity (colored line) and reported hours (dark gray line).
Continued on next page.
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Figure 3-7: Teams' Slack activity (colored line) and reported hours (dark gray line)
over the course of the semester.
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Figure 3-9: Correlations between the normalized reported timesheet hours and Slack
activity of each 2.009 team. Teams with higher R2 values were more consistent in
their ratio of Slack activity to hours reported. Continued on next page.
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Figure 3-9: Correlations between the normalized reported timesheet hours and Slack
activity of each 2.009 team. Teams with higher R2 values were more consistent in
their ratio of Slack activity to hours reported. Continued on next page.
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Figure 3-9: Correlations between the normalized reported timesheet hours and Slack
activity of each 2.009 team. Teams with higher R2 values were more consistent in
their ratio of Slack activity to hours reported.
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3.3 Milestone Results
This section presents the milestone results shown to the 2.009 students after the
mockup and technical reviews (Figures 3-10 to 3-13). The ratings are calculated from
scores given by instructors and mentors, and a higher score is better.
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Figure 3-10: Results of the 2016 mockup review, rating on product concept, analysis
conducted, and model execution. Concept names are on the x-axis, and ratings are
on the y-axis. Colored bars correspond to team color.
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Figure 3-11: Results of the 2017 mockup review, rating on product concept, analysis
conducted, and model execution. Concept names are on the x-axis, and ratings are
on the y-axis. Colored bars correspond to team color.
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defibrillator
climbing wall
music writer
ice dam breaker
communication mask
glove remover
wheel chair umbrella
walker
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Figure 3-12: Results of the 2016 technical review, rating on model execution. Concept
names are on the y-axis, and ratings are on the x-axis. Colored bars correspond to
team color.
brick mortar removal device
music page turner
fire detector
blink controlled smart products
search and rescue system
tremor mitigation device
voice modulation for hearing impaired
haptic game for visually impaired
1.I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Figure 3-13: Results of the 2017 technical review, rating on model execution.Concept
names are on the y-axis, and ratings are on the x-axis. Colored bars correspond to
team color.
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Chapter 4
Slack Communication Analysis
This section analyzes the results from the Slack transcripts and incorporates other
data from the class such as the students' time sheets and the results of the milestones.
In 2.009 and for the purpose of this thesis, team success is assessed by course staff
rating product concepts, potential market opportunities, and model execution of all
models presented at reviews. For the purposes of this analysis, the 2016 Pink Team
and the 2017 Silver Team are discussed further as examples of teams with particularly
successful results and strong development processes. The 2017 Green Team and 2016
Blue Team are discussed further as examples of teams with lower results.
4.1 Slack and Timesheet Activity Over the Course
of the Semester
Figure 4-1 shows a slide presented to students in the third 2.009 lecture. The professor
makes'an analogy to athletic training, saying that it is generally best to train at 80%
effort most of the time and rise to 100% effort right before a performance (green
line). For the best results, it is not recommended to train following the red line,
starting one's training at very little effort and then peaking to over 100% capacity
before competition. The total Slack activity shown in Figure 3-1 and repeated below
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in Figure 4-2 shows that the students' communication lies somewhere between the
two scenarios, with a slightly higher resemblance to the red line in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-2: Total daily Slack activity of all 2.009 teams across both years.
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Despite the professor's warning to work consistently, it was expected to see the
drops in communication after each milestone. Most students are taking 2-3 courses
in addition to 2.009, so they could be using that time to work on other courses they
might have been neglecting for 2.009 work. Students also might be waiting for their
team meeting before deciding next steps and taking action. Lab instructors have
noted that students often seem unsure how to best use their time after a review and
before the next team meeting, so they decide to postpone work. The communication
data support this observation.
The prolonged dip after the sketch model review occurred during a four day holi-
day weekend. From there, the low points of post-review communication increased as
the semester continued. Perhaps students realized that the continued work after mile-
stones could help continue the momentum of their project work. After the mockup
review, students seemed to be more cognizant of the final presentation deadline, so
upcoming deadlines with higher expectations of prototype fidelities might motivate
students to work more continuously.
4.1.1 Slack Activity and Timesheet Data Correlations
Figure 3-6 (shown again in Figure 4-3) shows there was a positive correlation between
reported timesheet hours and Slack activity. Figure 3-7 still show this similar trend
in individual teams, but less so than in Figure 3-6. Figure 3-9, showing positive
correlations of the these data for each team, reinforces this observation. In these
graphs, however, there are low R2 values. It is surprising that there was less Slack
activity preceding the technical review compared to the mockup or assembly review.
There is a smaller decrease in number of reported hours from the mockup review to
the technical review, but still a decrease.
From a qualitative standpoint, the timesheet data and Slack activity for the 2017
Green Team (a team with a notably lower level of success) is not as well correlated
to each other in the final presentation stage (Figure 3-7j), compared to that of other
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teams. The correlation shown in Figure 3-9j supports this observation as this team's
R2 value was among the lower of all other teams' R2 values.
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Figure 4-3: Normalized reported timesheet hours of all 2.009 students (black line)
with normalized total Slack activity of all students (orange line) over the course of
the semester.
4.2 Channel Organization
Most teams organized their channels by early concepts (working on sketch model or
mockup reviews, for example) and then by smaller, functional task forces once the
two sections merged into one team (mechanical or electrical, for example). Two teams
(the 2016 Red and 2017 Orange Teams) had clearly different approaches to channel
organization than the other 14 teams. For each review, these two teams created new
channels, labelled first by the review stage and then by task force. The researcher
sees benefits to both methods. If a team were to reorganize task forces after each
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review, it might help team members to have a clean start and use the channel in
a way that makes most sense to them. On the other hand, team members might
have to reference both channels because information learned for previous milestones
is typically still relevant for upcoming milestones.
Some teams have a more structured channel organization than others. For ex-
ample, the 2017 Silver Team channels are more organized than the 2016 Blue Team.
Both teams took advantage of archiving channels to help reduce confusion, but in Ta-
ble B.1 (shown also below in Table 4.1) showing the 2016 Blue Team's channels, one
can see there are similar channels with potentially repeating information (#attach-
mentsmnlhandles, #brakes-and-handles, #gradientbraking, #handle, and #handles,
for example). This channel structure could lead to confusion among team members,
with duplicated or missing information shared among channels. Additionally, many
of their channels were only used for a few messages before becoming obsolete. In
these cases, it might have been beneficial to make direct messaging groups rather
than channels because this information was not important for all team members to
have access to.
In Table B.15 (shown also below in Table 4.2) showing the 2017 Silver Team's
channels, there are few potentially confusing channel names. #electronics-ignore was
a channel created and then immediately renamed and archived by a team member
when she realized #electronics existed. Their remaining channels were all made with
specific purposes in mind, and even if they weren't used for as many messages, this
information seems important for all members to have access to (information in the
#reimbursements or #business channels). Organization or disorganization in a team's
Slack workspace might indicate organization or disorganization in other areas of their
team structure and process. For example, if a team has a disorganized workspace,
this might be correlated to a loss of critical information between task forces, lack
of a coherent product vision among team members, or indecisiveness when timely
decisions when necessary.
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Table 4.1: The 2016 Blue Team's channels.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
announcements
ask-the-tas
assembly-presentation
attachments_n-handles
bedbound
berrel
bestteam
blocklock
blueapresenters
bluesocial
boxaroo
brakes-and-handles
build-plan
cleaning
codeofethics
ergo
final-presentation
finallookdesign
frame
general
general-proposal-1
general-proposal-3
gettingbuilt
gradientbraking
handle
handles
home
id
interactivity
laddersquad
magweight
maneuverability
materials
messenger
naming
new-ideas
next-steps
presentation-discuss
presenters-blueb
presenters-discuss
product-contract
ql-a
q2-a
q3-a
q4-a
q5-a
85
138
34
299
21
493
455
110
41
132
39
348
267
13
80
117
464
21
703
1730
4
0
275
23
8
179
12
17
133
227
5
88
350
2
338
53
67
27
29
69
85
13
4
4
4
9
Table continued on next page.
course-wide
course-wide
early stage
mechanical task force
early concept
early concept
section B channel
early concept
early stage
fun or social
fun or social
mechanical task force
project management
early concept
lecture-related
industrial design task force
final presentation prep
industrial design task force
mechanical task force
default
other
other
early concept
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
fun or social
industrial design task force
unknown
early concept
early concept
mechanical task force
financial
unknown
product naming
early concept
project management
early stage
early stage
early stage
product contract
lecture-related
lecture-related
lecture-related
lecture-related
lecture-related
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Table 4.1 - continued from previous page.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
q-and-a yes 21 33 final presentation prep
random yes 26 375 default
reviewvideo no 0 19 technical review prep
sectiona no 0 456 section A channel
sectiona-social no 0 29 fun or social
sis-and-group-leads no 0 165 project management
sis-and-instructor yes 10 77 project management
sis-and-instructors no 0 2 project management
sis-and-yodas yes 5 156 team yodas
slack-suggestions no 0 13 project management
storyboard yes 5 89 early stage
stridebrackitlab7 no 0 31 unknown
system-integrators yes 4 1226 project management
task-leads-blueb no 0 11 project management
trashcan no 0 64 early concept
treefall no 0 645 early concept
userfocusgroup yes 22 152 user testing task force
walker no 0 222 early concept
walkerwheels no 0 4 early concept
washingmachine no 0 46 early concept
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Table 4.2: The 2017 Silver Team's channels.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
3ideas smartsleeve
absences
ask-the-tas
b
business
cad-bylhand
calendar
costing
electronics
electronics-ignore
final-product
firesense
form-factor
general
magnetar
materials
memes
presentation
random
reimbursements
scrubbing-elves
scrubbing-monkeys
section-a
sensors
shindig
silentshout
sketch skibinding
solder-monkeys
testing
todo
userresearch
no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
yes
0
24
14
0
16
0
21
4
17
0
13
14
21
29
0
11
28
20
29
22
13
2
0
17
21
0
0
11
14
0
18
54
109
628
257
31
67
188
24
782
7
140
212
301
859
183
28
34
299
55
24
34
2
296
112
29
114
148
18
40
14
91
early concept
project management
course-wide
section B channel
business task force
early concept
project management
business task force
electrical task force
duplicate
final presentation prep
early concept
industrial design task force
default
early concept
materials research
fun or social
final presentation prep
default
financial
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
section A channel
electrical task force
fun or social
early concept
early concept
electrical task force
product testing task force
project management
user research task force
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4.3 Daily and Hourly Activity
From Figure B-1, it can be seen that 13 of the 16 teams communicated highly for the
24-36 hour period after their lab sections. This is understandable given that teams
discuss plans of actions and give members deliverables during these meetings.
The sketch model, mockup, and technical reviews all take place on Thursday
evenings. Many teams show high Slack activity on Thursdays as well as days sur-
rounding their lab sections. This observation also supports the increase in activity
leading up to reviews shown in Figure 3-1. Ten teams met on Wednesdays or Thurs-
days, so this observation is linked to the one discussed in the previous paragraph.
A further takeaway from this data is the importance of regular design reviews and
deadlines to keep work momentum going. They may seem relentless, but they require
students to work more consistently when viewing the semester as a whole.
All teams communicated less on Friday or Saturday nights compared to other
nights of the week. On Sundays, 14 teams showed an increasing amount of com-
munication as the day progressed, peaking in the early to late evenings. This was
anticipated given observations of how many college students tend to balance their
time.
It is also noted that many teams continued their communication during lecture
times (Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays from 1-2pm). There were occasional lec-
ture times that were given to the students as work time, but it was expected that
students would mainly be working face-to-face during these times. It is also surprising
the amount of Slack activity that occurred during team lab sections. It is expected
that students are working on project-related tasks during this time, but all students
meet in the same location during these times, so more face-to-face and less Slack
communication was expected during these times. Teams may have used Slack during
these times as a tool for documenting or note-taking rather than a tool for realtime
communication.
The 2017 Silver and 2017 Green Teams' graphs are shown in Figures B-1o and B-
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lj (shown again in Figure 4-4), respectively. From these two, it is clear that the 2017
Silver Team (a team with a notably stronger prototypes throughout the semester)
had more consistent communication than the 2017 Green Team. From this small
set of data, it cannot be concluded that more consistent conversation will lead to
higher levels of success, but it is hypothesized that would be the case if more data
were collected. The 2017 Silver Team also had significantly less Slack activity (4619
messages) than the 2017 Green Team (14,966 messages), so quantity of messages is
not indicative of a higher quality of design execution. The communication of these
two particular teams are discussed further in Section 4.5.
Sunday
Saturday
Friday
Thursday* 
. * * @ 0 0 0 * * .
Wednesday
Tuesday
Monday
12AM 4AM 8AM 12PM 4PM 8PM
(a) Silver 2017. Lab time was Thursdays 2-5pm.
Sunday
Saturday** *. 0 0 @ 0 * * *
Friday*
Thursday.
Wednesday* ** .. ***
Tuesday*.
Monday 
* 0
12AM 4AM 8 AM 12PM 4 PM 8 PM
(b) Green 2017. Lab time was Tuesdays 7-10pm.
Figure 4-4: The amount of activity the 2017 Silver Team and the 2017 Green Team
had by day of the week and by hour of the day.
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4.4 Team Member Communication Breakdown
There is a striking difference in the team member communication breakdown between
different teams shown in Figure 3-5 (select teams are repeated in Figure 4-5). Both
the 2017 Silver Team and 2016 Pink Team had relatively even distributions of team
member communication with two SIs being in the top quarter of most communicative
team members. The 2017 Green Team had less even breakdown of team member
communication, but it was not the most uneven of all 16 teams. This team had one
SI communicate much less than the other, compared to the SIs on the 2017 Silver and
2016 Pink Teams. This is not to say that all successful teams had even communication
breakdowns or that all unsuccessful teams had uneven breakdowns. There are other
examples of successful teams with less even breakdowns and less successful teams
with more even breakdowns.
(a) (b) (c)
2017 Silver Team 2016 Pink Team 2017 Green Team
Figure 4-5: Select 2.009 teams' message activity broken down by team member.
Note that these messages do not include file shares (uploaded photos or videos, for
example).
4.5 Interviews with Lab Instructors
Three lab instructors were interviewed to better understand how they believed their
specific teams communicated compared to students of other years.
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4.5.1 2016 Pink Team
The 2016 Pink Team was a team with a particularly high level of success. When
interviewed, one of their lab instructors claimed they were "extremely good at com-
munication" [29]. She said they were a very dynamic group face-to-face, and their use
of Slack was very productive. While other teams might have used Slack to replace
face-to-face communication, the 2016 Pink Team did not do so.
Before seeing the team member breakdown data from Figure 3-5, the lab instructor
said she believed about half of the students were real contributors to the team Slack
and half were consumers (meaning they would keep up to date but were not as vocal).
Once she saw the graphs, she was impressed that this team was more even than other
teams and than she had guessed.
The lab instructor noted how over the course of the semester, she saw the team's
face-to-face communication get stronger while changes in their Slack communication
weren't noticeable. She stressed the importance that their strong face-to-face com-
munication let them use Slack as a tool rather than a replacement of face-to-face
communication, which helped lead to their success.
4.5.2 2017 Silver Team
The 2017 Silver Team was also a team with a particularly high level of success through-
out the semester. When interviewed, one of their lab instructors noted how this team
used Slack "more like a chat room" and not as a "rigorous project management tool"
[30]. For example, common types of messages would be updating the team on what a
particular task force's daily goal might be or to let other team members one of them
is going to Home Depot if others wanted him to pick something up.
They used Slack to organize face-to-face meetings, and in those meetings, they
would make decisions. The 2017 Silver Team believed it was important to discuss
and make bigger decisions in person. Their instructor noted that they also heavily
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used Google Does for project management. He, however, would like to see a more
structured project management system implemented in 2.009 teams.
Over the course of the semester, their lab instructor thought these types of "newsy
updates" allowed the team to bond. Members would share pictures or text updates
when they accomplished a task, and others would congratulate. He believed this
allowed the team become more motivated for upcoming deadlines, helping with their
success.
4.5.3 2017 Green Team
The 2017 Green Team was a team with a notably lower level of success. In an
interview with one of their lab instructors, it was noted that this team "had a hard
time making decisions" [31]. He added that Slack made their decision-making process
more difficult. The 2017 Green Team changed their product concept multiple times
after the mockup review when it was advised that teams choose one concept shortly
after so they had ample time to work on their assembly review and technical review
designs.
The 2017 Green Team lab instructor noted that this team communicated in
stream-of-consciousness messages with one or two sentences at a time. He com-
pared this method of communicating to past years when teams used email as a main
communication tool and students would write out more thoughtful paragraphs to aid
in the decision-making process. He believed that Slack wasn't an ideal tool for stu-
dents to communicate the amount of information needed to make decisions. While
it is appropriate to make some types of decisions online, he believed this team would
attempt to make too many decisions on Slack.
This lab instructor noted that the 2017 Green Team improved their face-to-face
communication from the beginning of the term to the end. About two thirds of the
way through the term, this team noticed they didn't have a reliable system for making
decisions. This was a good learning experience for them, but perhaps could have been
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realized earlier in the semester if students were taught a more effective way to use
Slack.
The 2017 Green Team had the most Slack activity (14,966 messages) of all 16
teams analyzed while the 2016 Pink and 2017 Silver Teams had the least (4174 and
4619 messages, respectively). It cannot be concluded that fewer messages correlates
with higher levels of success, but it is hypothesized that there is a relation between
amount of activity and if Slack is used as an effective tool or not. Further investigation
would be needed to verify this hypothesis.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Conclusions
The question this thesis attempted to address was: Are there observable online com-
munication patterns that correlate to student product design teams' levels of success
or team behaviors? 16 product development teams consisting of 17-20 fourth-year
students took a mechanical engineering course at MIT (2.009: Product Engineering
Processes), and their Slack communication was analyzed. Python scripts parsed Slack
transcripts to find: total message activity by day over the course of the semester, total
message activity by team member, message activity by the day of the week and by
hour of the day, and channel organization. Additionally, students were asked to re-
port the time they spent on the course. The Slack activity and hours were correlated
to one another, and both were graphed over the course of the semester, comparing
activity levels to course deadlines. User breakdowns for each team were graphed in
pie charts, so one could see the participation of team members relative to each other.
The day of the week and hour of the day data were charted for each team, showing
how consistently teams communicated.
There was not enough data to say with certainty that specific communication
patterns lead to specific results. However, there were informative observations of the
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results. Teams tended to increase their communication right before a milestone and
decrease it right after. The time they reported spending on the course showed a
similar trend. The daily amount of Slack activity and hours spent on the course for
all teams had a positive correlation with R2 = 0.2186. Teams with higher levels of
success tended to have a more organized channel structure than teams with lower
levels of success, allowing for a more effective flow of information.
When viewing teams' communication patterns by day of the week and the hour
of the day, it can be seen that many teams increased their communication in a short
period after team meetings and before reviews. In these graphs, successful teams
tended to have more consistent communication. This observation as well as the ob-
servation about communication patterns over the course of the semester reinforce the
importance of consistent deadlines, or milestones. Constant deadlines force students
to work more consistently when regarding the semester as a whole. Most teams com-
municated less on Friday and Saturday evenings and increased their communication
as Sundays progressed. They had lower communication levels during lecture and lab
times, but still more than expected.
There were large differences in the breakdowns of how much individual team
members contributed, but successful teams had both relatively distributed and uneven
team member breakdowns. Three lab instructors were interviewed (two of particularly
successful teams and one of a less successful team), and their comments supported
the quantitative observations made. All three lab instructors stressed the importance
of face-to-face communication and that online communication platforms are a tool
that should help team communication but not replace face-to-face communication.
Effective communication among teams may not necessarily lead to success, but
communication patterns may indicate the strength of a team's development process.
Specific behaviors of teams (clear communication and strong organization, for exam-
ple) may influence both their development process and their online communication,
leading to success in both areas. Different 2.009 teams may have different needs when
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it comes to communication, both online and face-to-face. As online communication
becomes easier and more prevalent among product development teams, it is impor-
tant to understand how communication can be structured in a way that lets teams
reach their potential. Communication should not hinder success, but rather provide
a path to achieve success.
5.2 Future Work
In order to determine with certainty if specific observable online communication pat-
terns correlate to team success levels, more data with a larger variety of team success
level would be needed. A product design process is taught and implemented to reduce
the level of variability of outcomes. Teams can use a process to be reliably successful,
so the differences in outcomes seen in this study were in a small range. While a
concept develops as designers learn more, much of the success of a product is tied to
the initial concept. Further research could focus on online communication at specific
stages in the development process.
2.009 students are asked to anonymously review their team members four times
during the semester. Future research could investigate if there are correlations be-
tween team members' communication and their peer review scores. Twice during the
semester, students are asked to review their team as a whole, rating how well they
think their team is performing certain tasks. Future research could incorporate this
data from these reviews as well.
The face-to-face communication among teams would also be important to under-
stand. When asked about their team's communication, all three interviewed instruc-
tors noted their team's face-to-face communication as well as their online communi-
cation. Future researchers could investigate patterns in face-to-face communication
and how that relates to online communication and team dynamics.
Online interaction between students and staff is not addressed in the analysis,
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but would be important to understand in a educational setting. Instructors could
analyze partial data sets during the first half of the semester and change their teaching
behaviors to address any issues they might see (students not communicating as often
or teams not communicating over the weekends, for example). Future researchers
could observe how this new information might change instructors' behaviors and the
effect those changes have on student learning.
This thesis only observers designers in an educational setting, but it would also be
useful to analyze online communication in a design firm setting. Future researchers
could investigate how online interactions between workers and managers relate to
worker and company success. Design firms generally have multiple projects happening
simultaneously, so there is room to investigate how communication would vary from
project-to-project and over the course of a single project.
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Appendix A
Transcript Parsing Scripts
This appendix has the scripts used to parse the .json files of the Slack transcripts.
The following script counts the total number of messages each day by channel, by
team.
1 # packages needed
2 import os
3 import json
4 import xlwt
5 import xlrd
6 import datetime
7
8 book = xlwt .Workbook(encoding="utf-8") # create Excel worksheet
9 sheets = [] # empty array to keep track of team folders that have been
parsed
10 days-in-month = {9: 30, 10: 31, 11: 30, 12: 13}
11 day-step = {9: 0, 10: 30, 11: 61, 12: 91}
12
13 for color in os.listdir("."): # finds folders in Python file's
directory (team colors)
14 if os.path.isdir (color):
15 sheets. append (book. add-sheet (color)) # adds sheet with team
color
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k = 1 # script will write in column k of Excel sheet
for name in os. listdir (color): # finds folders in color folder
(channels)
if os. path. isdir (color + "/" + name):
for month in range (9,13): # looks at each
that folder
1) :
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
.json file in
for day-of-month in range(1, daysin..month [month] +
filename = color + "/" + name + "/2016-%.2d-%.2d
day-of-month)
isEmpty=True
with open(filename) as f:
for line in f:
if line :
isEmpty = False
if not isEmpty:
data = json . load (open (filename))
number = (len(data)) # if the file isn't
empty, number of messages will be length of the list
else: number = 0 # if file is empty, no
messages were sent that day
day-of-semester = day-step [month] + day.of-month
sheets[-1]. write (day..ofsemester , k, number) #
writes to next row in column k
if month is 12: # writes channel name at top of
column
if day..of-month is 12:
sheets [-1]. write (0, k, name)
k +--= 1
book.save("message-count-2016.xls") # saves Excel file
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.json" % (month,
The following script was used to count message activity by the day of the week
and by the hour of the day, by team.
1 # packages needed
2 import os
3 import json
4 import xlwt
5 import xlrd
6 import datetime
7
s book = xlwt. Workbook(encoding=" utf -8") # create Excel worksheet
9 sheets = [] # empty array to keep track of team folders that have been
parsed
10 days.in.month = {9: 30, 10: 31, 11: 30, 12: 13}
11
12 for color in os.listdir("."): # finds folders in Python file's
directory (team colors)
13 i f os . path. isdir ( color):
14 sheets. append (book. add-sheet (color)) # adds sheet with team
color
bins = [] # sets up bin array for days of week and hours in da
for i in range (7):
bins .append ([])
for j in range(24):
bins [i ].append(0)
for name in os. listdir(color): # finds folders in color folder
(channels)
if os. path. isdir (color + "/" + name):
for month in range(9,13): # looks at each .json
that folder
file in
for day-of-month in range (1, days-in-month [month] +
1) :
filename = color + "/" + name + "/2016-%.2d-%.2d
.json" % (month, day-of-month)
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
y
25 isEmpty=True
26 with open(filename) as f:
27 for line in f:
28 if line :
29 isEmpty = False
30 if not isEmpty:
31 data = json load (open(filename))
32 number = (len(data)) # if the file isn 't
empty, number of messages will be length of the list
33 for j in range(len(data)):
34 timestamp = 0
35 if "ts" in data[j]: # finds timestamp
of messages
36 timestamp = data[j ]["ts"]
37 elif "thread-ts" in data[j ]:
38 timestamp = data[j ] ["threadts"]
39 else :
40 print (data [j])
41 message.ts = datetime. datetime.
fromtimestamp(float (timestamp)) # converts unix time to day, month
hour
42 bins [ message-ts .weekday() I[ message-ts .
hour] += 1 # adds a count to corresponding bin
43 for i in range (7) : # writes bin data to Excel file
44 for j in range(24):
45 sheets[ -1]. write( i*24 + j , 0, j)
46 sheets [ -1]. write ( i*24 + j , 1, i)
47 sheets [-1]. write( i*24 + j, 2, bins [i ] [j])
48 book. save ("weekday-time -2016.xls") #saves Excel file
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The following script was used to count number of messages sent by each user in a
workspace.
1 # packages needed
2 import os
3 import json
4 import xlwt
5 import xlrd
6 import datetime
7
s book = xlwt .Workbook (encoding=" utf -8") # create Excel worksheet
9 sheets = [] # empty array to keep track of team folders that have been
parsed
10 days-in-month = {9: 30, 10: 31, 11: 30, 12: 13}
11 day-step = {9: 0, 10: 30, 11: 61, 12: 91}
12
13 for color in os. listdir("."): # finds folders in Python file 's
directory (team colors)
14 if os.path.isdir(color):
15
16 sheets.append(book.add-sheet(color)) # adds sheet with team
color
17 userDictionary = {} # create dictionary for users to be added
to from transcript .json files
18 user-list = # create list for users to be added to from
users.json file
19 user-file = json . load(open (color + "/users .json")) # open users
.json file with user data
20 for j in range (len(user-file)): # fills user-list with data
from users.json
21 user-id = user-file [j]["id"]
22 user-_list .append(str (userid))
23
24 for name in os. listdir(color): # finds folders in color folder
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(channels)
25 if os.path. isdir (color + "/" + name):
26 print ("%s is a directory" % name)
27 for month in range(9,13): # looks at each .json file in
that folder
28 for day-ofomonth in range(1, days.in-month [month] +
1):
29 filename = color + "/" + name + "/2016-%.2d-%.2d
.json" % (month, day-of-month)
30 isEmpty=True
31 with open(filename) as f:
32 for line in f:
33 if line :
34 isEmpty = False
35 if not isEmpty:
36 data = json.load(open(filename))
37 for j in range(len(data)):
38 if "user" in data[j]: # reads user who
sent the messages
39 user = data[j]["user"]
40 if user not in userDictionary: #
updates dictionary with message count by user
41 userDictionary [ user] = 0
42 userDictionary [user] += 1
43 for j in range(len (user-file)): # writes data from dictionary
and list to Excel sheet
44 user-id = user-list [j
45 sheets[-1].write(j + 1, 0, str(user.id))
46 if user-id in userDictionary:
47 sheets [-1]. write (j + 1, 1, userDictionary [user .id])
48 else :
49 sheets [-1]. write (j + 1, 1, 0)
5o book. save("user-count 
-2.xls") # saves Excel file
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Appendix B
Further Results
This appendix has further results from Chapter 3.
B.1 Team Channels
Tables B.1 to B.16 present all the teams' channels, their active status active status
at the end of the term, number of members, and number of messages sent. The
researcher provides a likely intention of the channels' uses.
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Table B.1: The 2016 Blue Team's channels.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name I or Not? I Count Count I
announcements
ask-the-tas
assembly-presentation
attachments-n-handles
bedbound
berrel
bestteam
blocklock
blueapresenters
bluesocial
boxaroo
brakes-and-handles
build-plan
cleaning
codeofethics
ergo
final-presentation
finallookdesign
frame
general
general-proposal-1
general-proposal-3
gettingbuilt
gradientbraking
handle
handles
home
id
interactivity
laddersquad
magweight
maneuverability
materials
messenger
naming
new-ideas
next-steps
presentation-discuss
presenters-blueb
presenters-discuss
product-contract
ql-a
q2-a
q3-a
q4-a
q5-a
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
85
138
34
299
21
493
455
110
41
132
39
348
267
13
80
117
464
21
703
1730
4
0
275
23
8
179
12
17
133
227
5
88
350
2
338
53
67
27
29
69
85
13
4
4
4
9
Table continued on next page.
course-wide
course-wide
early stage
mechanical task force
early concept
early concept
section B channel
early concept
early stage
fun or social
fun or social
mechanical task force
project management
early concept
lecture-related
industrial design task force
final presentation prep
industrial design task force
mechanical task force
default
other
other
early concept
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
fun or social
industrial design task force
unknown
early concept
early concept
mechanical task force
financial
unknown
product naming
early concept
project management
early stage
early stage
early stage
product contract
lecture-related
lecture-related
lecture-related
lecture-related
lecture-related
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Table B.1 - continued from previous page.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
q-and-a yes 21 33 final presentation prep
random yes 26 375 default
reviewvideo no 0 19 technical review prep
sectiona no 0 456 section A channel
sectiona-social no 0 29 fun or social
sis-and-group-leads no 0 165 project management
sis-and-instructor yes 10 77 project management
sis-and-instructors no 0 2 project management
sis-and-yodas yes 5 156 team yodas
slack-suggestions no 0 13 project management
storyboard yes 5 89 early stage
stridebrackitlab7 no 0 31 unknown
system-integrators yes 4 1226 project management
task-leads-blueb no 0 11 project management
trashcan no 0 64 early concept
treefall no 0 645 early concept
userfocusgroup yes 22 152 user testing task force
walker no 0 222 early concept
walkerwheels no 0 4 early concept
washingmachine no 0 46 early concept
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Table B.2: The 2016 Green Team's channels.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
a
a-proposal-i
a-proposal-2
a-proposal-3
announcements
ask-the-tas
a-deliverables
a-minutes
b
b-proposal-1
b-proposal-2
baby-naming
body
brainstorma
b-deliverables
b-minutes
cad
design
disposal
electrical
financial
general
general-proposal-i
general-proposal-2
glovebox
hook
kenbone
mechanical
mechanical-design
mechanism
metropole
minutes-deliverables
mysteryteam
presentation
presentingteam
prototyping
random
set-design
snowmat
updates
updates-proposal-i
updates-proposal-2
updates-proposal-3
user
ux
ux-proposal-1
wrinkles
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
0 201
0 10
0 135
0 41
30 15
30 14
0 66
0 214
0 167
0 15
0 41
0 14
0 13
0 123
0 279
0 5
0 162
0 213
0 18
0 113
16 126
29 1996
0 40
0 42
0 303
0 153
0 446
0 242
0 181
0 101
0 458
20 41
0 7
20 81
12 363
0 111
29 323
0 39
0 72
20 626
0 8
0 216
0 21
0 6
0 368
0 14
0 248
section A channel
section A channel
section A channel
section A channel
course-wide
course-wide
section A channel
section A channel
section B channel
section B channel
section B channel
product naming
industrial design task force
section A channel
section B channel
section B channel
CAD task force
industrial design task force
mechanical task force
electrical task force
financial
default
duplicate
duplicate
early concept
mechanical task force
early stage
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
early concept
project management
early concept
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
early stage
default
final presentation prep
early concept
project management
project management
project management
project management
unused
early stage
early stage
early concept
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Table B.3: The 2016 Orange Team's channels.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
animation
announcements
ask-the-tas
assist-chair
case-pcb-integration
dial
electrical
full-swag
general
industrial-design
knife-guard
market-research
mech-industrial
mechanical
mech-industrial
mentors-and-si-s
orangea
phystodig
playgrounds3ideas
presentation
quotes
random
researchers
respirator
respirator-model
safely
seams-easy
seams-easy-present
sectiona
sectionb,
sewing-machine
shoot-smart
shoot-smart-elec
shootsmart-private
speak-ez
speak-ez-present
strap-electrical
swag
teamstrap
test
tf-leads
updates
user-research
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
93
7
30
30
0
9
3
15
0
29
11
0
12
18
14
0
0
0
0
0
22
27
29
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
9
7
0
0
27
13
27
69
198
90
139
34
4407
14
1215
31
149
104
412
28
23
11
273
114
42
972
108
169
44
23
5
517
129
127
5
209
132
155
73
56
295
49
51
62
8
3
8
147
366
final presentation prep
course-wide
course-wide
early concept
electro-mechanical interface
mechanical task force
electrical task force
social or fun
default
final product prep
early concept
business task force
electro-mechanical interface
mechanical task force
duplicate
SI-mentor interface
duplicate
unknown
early concept
final presentation prep
social or fun
social or fun
business task force
early concept
early concept
early concept
early concept
early concept
section A channel
section B channel
early concept
early concept
early concept
early concept
early concept
early concept
electro-mechanical interface
social or fun
mechanical task force
business task force
task force leads
project management
user research task force
Table BA: The 2016 Pink Team's channels.
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Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
a-team yes 11 310 section A channel
announcements yes 26 64 course-wide
appsquad yes 14 148 user interface task force
ask-the-tas yes 26 118 course-wide
business yes 13 87 business task force
43446 yes 18 326 final presentation prep
drawer yes 4 50 mechanical task force
electricslide yes 11 86 electrical task force
fill-me-out yes 24 61 project management
finance yes 1 1 financial
formfactor yes 8 46 industrial design task force
general yes 25 774 default
graphics yes 11 60 user interface task force
high-voltage yes 11 289 electrical task force
integration yes 9 84 user interface task force
leads yes 11 100 project management
low-voltage yes 10 185 electrical task force
mechteam yes 18 711 mechanical task force
packaging-sizing yes 8 22 mechanical task force
pinkb yes 14 325 section B channel
q-a-squad yes 12 26 final presentation prep
random yes 25 167 default
special-ops yes 8 47 early stage
stretchertaskforce yes 4 112 early concept
teamstretcher yes 6 260 early concept
ui yes 14 105 user testing task force
Table B.5: The 2016 Purple Team's channels.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
general
random
announcements
ask-the-tas
ideafair
b-outdoors
b-team
tshirts
firefighter-tank
sketchers
education-liberation
teamluego
rememband
vitamockup
vita-mock-up
fun
assembly-actuation
yoda
digital-assets
information
si
assembly-coverage
assembly-deployment
financial
assembly-mounting
safety
tools
user-interviews
sw-assembly
hoop-analysis
assembly-tent-a
storyboard
assembly-enclosure
assembly-canopy
tech-canopy
ttt
hoop-out-of-box
hoop-attachment
tent-canopy
acutation
mounting-and-cover
tent-electronics
pointpeopleunite
business-plan
enclosure
presentation
Table continued on next page.
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
95
186
62
115
27
17
30
22
34
13
77
5
466
38
16
76
14
12
29
14
4
12
45
20
27
66
18
105
147
15
75
919
96
233
14
5
20
52
70
98
25
18
349
30
54
81
20
default
default
course-wide
course-wide
early stage
section B channel
section B channel
fun or social
early concept
early stage
early stage
early concept
early concept
early concept
early concept
fun or social
early stage
team yodas
project management
information officers
project management
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
financial
mechanical task force
safety officers
tool officers
user testing task fore
assembly review prep
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
assembly review prep
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
technical review prep
technical review prep
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
electrical task force
project management
business task force
mechanical task force
final presentation prep
Table B.5 - continued from previous page.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
defnotgifts yes 18 20 fun or social
done yes 18 16 project management
question-masters yes 6 59 final presentation prep
photoshoot yes 5 20 final presentation prep
trebuchet no 0 51 early concept
b-team-yoda no 0 13 section B channel
b-team-waste-brain no 0 231 section B channel
b-team-tools no 0 109 section B channel
b-team-si no 0 20 section B channel
b-team-safety no 0 98 section B channel
b-team-information no 0 28 section B channel
b-team-financial no 0 72 section B channel
b-team-digital-assets no 0 100 section B channel
b-team-brainstorming no 0 93 section B channel
wheelchair-umbrella no 0 4 early concept
meche-in-a-box no 0 269 early concept
painter-mockup no 0 20 early concept
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Table B.6: The 2016 Red Team's channels.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
3ideas-nozwearable
3ideas-smartrack
3ideas-teamcaptains
3ideas-vibra
a-team-mockup
accelerometerlock
announcements
ask-the-tas
assembly-controls
assembly-drive
assembly-panels
assembly-structure
assembly-teamcaptains
b-team
b-team-mockup
boxaroo
controls-ui
ezbench
final-electronics
final-marketresearch
final-presenters
final-safetyaesthetic
final-sliders
final-structuredesign.
final-teamcaptains
final- userrequest
final-usertesting
finals-ui
financials
full-team
general
help
mockup-limba
mockup-presenters
mockup-rockon
mockup-teamcaptains
mockup-tempcontrol
mockup-vibra
nosweatyogamat
random
sketch-a-chilltable
sketch-a-pot
sketch-a-presenters
sketch-a-smartcane
sketch-limbroomba
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
nO
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
91
54
40
28
40
22
75
105
169
141
140
207
68
400
96
44
9
49
440
369
391
557
162
291
90
27
20
65
59
1528
222
141
155
8
580
44
172
497
7
118
97
84
106
32
212
Table continued on next page.
3 ideas prep
3 ideas prep
3 ideas prep
3 ideas prep
early stage
early concept
course-wide
course-wide
assembly review prep
assembly review prep
assembly review prep
assembly review prep
assembly review prep
section B channel
section B channel
fun or social
user interface task force
early concept
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
financial
similar to #general
default
project management
mockup review prep
mockup review prep
mockup review prep
mockup review prep
mockup review prep
mockup review prep
early concept
default
sketch model prep
sketch model prep
sketch model prep
sketch model prep
sketch model prep
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Table B.6 - continued from previous page.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
sketch-presenters no 0 13 sketch model prep
sketch-smartrack no 0 224 sketch model prep
sketch-teamcaptains no 0 14 sketch model prep
sketch-vibra no 0 297 sketch model prep
techreview-captains no 0 54 technical review prep
techreview-electronic no 0 273 technical review prep
techreview-panels no 0 331 technical review prep
techreview-structure no 0 369 technical review prep
techreview-userneeds no 0 196 technical review prep
userneeds-market no 0 146 user research task force
vibramockup no 0 6 mockup review prep
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Table B.7: The 2016 Silver Team's channels.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
airbladdercrew
announcements
ask-the-tas
assembly
carwash
construction
crutchclutch
crutch-roundalert
curbbreaker
curbvaulter
ee-controls
final-presenters
fluids
freezertests
general
icedesign
ladder
linkdump
mechanical-actuation
meche
presenters
productname
random
roundalert
silvera
silverb
si-andilableads
si-announcements
snowremoval
storyboardpeeps
teamleads
teamleads-updates
userdesign
userinterface
winterwonderland
no 0
yes 26
yes 26
yes 11
no 0
no 0
no 0
no 0
no 0
no 0
yes 9
yes 13
yes 12
no 0
yes 26
no 0
no 0
yes 22
no 0
no 0
yes 0
no 0
yes 25
no 0
no 0
no 0
yes 4
yes 18
yes 2
no 0
yes 7
yes 23
yes 9
yes 15
yes 9
216
59
392
447
48
113
22
493
31
307
1058
416
324
46
1248
354
27
35
285
691
3
23
204
694
65
124
435
389
15
52
236
70
530
374
707
mechanical task force
course-wide
course-wide
product integration
early concept
early concept
early concept
early concept
early concept
early concept
electrical task force
final presentation prep
mechanical task force
product testing task force
default
early concept
early concept
project management
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
final presentation prep
product naming
default
early concept
section A channel
section B channel
project management
project management
early concept
assembly review prep
project management
project management
user testing task force
user interface task force
mechanical task force
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Table B.8: The 2016 Yellow Team's channels.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count I
announcements
ask-the-tas
brainstorm
bteamyellow
business-plan
button-tagteam
cleaninga
code-of-ethics
communicationprotocol
cuffingseason-a
demo
domestic-a
end-game
fret-sensor
gellmentorevent
general
general-sectiona
gi-manuel-castro
giphy
gui
handcuff-and-grace
industrial-design
info-lounge
interesting-sectiona
mcu
mcuihousing
microcontroller
mockuptalk
mockup-presentation
modelrabbit
modelsip
modelswipe
mo-moneyilez-problems
pics
piezo
presentation
q-a-practice
random
safety-first
samplepublicchannel
si-talk
sip-mockup
sketchmodeltalk
social
specialtrainings
stride
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
65
164
4
303
95
14
54
83
7
82
23
9
72
514
2
1623
273
10
44
243
31
106
28
30
620
396
418
282
40
50
269
72
122
22
369
553
63
197
25
10
187
262
134
29
3
333
Table continued on next page.
course-wide
course-wide
early stage
section B channel
business task force
mechanical task force
early concept
lecture-related
project management
early concept
final presentation prep
early concept
final presentation prep
electrical task force
fun or social
default
section A channel
bot-related
bot-related
computer science task force
early concept
industrial design task force
information officer
social or fun
electrical task force
mechanical task force
electrical task force
early stage
early stage
early concept
early concept
early concept
financial
social or fun
electro-mechanical interface
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
social or fun
safety officer
bot-related
project management
early concept
early concept
social or fun
project management
early concept
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Table B.8 - continued from previous page.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
striptask-force no 0 96 early concept
strum no 0 586 early concept
strum-vision-tf no 0 188 early concept
swipemodel no 0 373 early concept
system-architecture yes 16 56 project management
test no 0 3 unknown
tool-shed yes 4 7 tool officer
treasurehunt-sectiona no 0 41 lecture-related
universal-architectur yes 19 65 project management
user-experience yes 10 212 user task force
what-do-we-call-it no 0 83 product naming
whosaidityellowteam yes 14 29 social or fun
without instructors-a no 0 8 early stage
yodas yes 5 260 team yodas
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Table B.9: The 2017 Blue Team's channels.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
ask-the-tas
a-section
batteries
b-section
cad
cad-mechanism-design
calendar
cashmoneyfinance
electronics
engineering-math
essential
finalpresentation
finding-users
general
heat-glove-team
housing
ideadump
mentors-instructors
output-team
pcb
pcbs
presentation
presenters-qa-jess
random
regulations
safe-ryde-users
signal-processing
silicon
smooth-talker-users
team-leads
technology
users-research
wirelesscommunication
yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
no 0
275
630
253
37
11
187
70
74
121
8
40
664
148
1075
252
1001
30
52
42
13
201
18
127
66
52
42
48
13
72
58
184
108
52
course-wide
section A channel
electrical task force
section B channel
CAD task force
CAD task force
project management
financial
electrical task force
assembly review prep
mentor-related
final presentation prep
user research task force
default
early concept
mechanical task force
early stage
mentor-related
mechanical task force
electrical task force
electrical task force
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
default
early stage
early concept
computer science task force
mechanical task force
user testing task force
project management
electrical task force
user research task force
electrical and computer
science task force
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Table B.10: The 2017 Green Team's channels.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
a
announcements
ask-the-tas
assistive-tech
brainstorming
branding
business
cad
carroll-school-plan
centerpiece
client-outreach
deliverable
eecs
gameplay
game-board
general
greenconsultinggroup
greenteamb
hardware
helpme
info-channel
modularalarm
ordering-things
packaging
physicalmodel
physical-design
presentation
random
ratchet-wheel-chairs
research
sanitation-squad
sensing
shields
software
spirit
spoons
spuree
steamer
storyboard
tacteye-archive
test
tiles
to-do
todo
user-feedback
user-outreach
walker
yasmin
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no
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
636
5
636
67
32
705
34
194
97
1014
83
7
357
837
278
2290
126
445
485
25
490
182
147
250
229
158
633
165
399
64
175
424
176
245
86
89
1006
81
167
870
3
168
12
88
31
44
429
6
section A channel
project management
course-wide
early concept
early stage
industrial design task force
business task force
CAD task force
user testing task force
mechanical task force
user research task force
early stage
electrical and computer science task force
user experience task force
mechanical task force
default
mentor-related
section B channel
mechanical task force
early stage
project management
early concept
project management
user experience task force
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
final presentation prep
default
early concept
user research task force
early concept
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
computer science task force
fun or social
early concept
early concept
early concept
assembly review prep
early concept
unknown
mechanical task force
project management
project management
user research task force
user research task force
early concept
unknown
Table B.11: The 2017 Orange Team's channels.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count I Count _
a-staircarry
absence
ar-brainstormingi1
ar-brainstorming-2
ar-cad
ar-mockup
ar-presentation
ar-sketch-variations
ar-storyboardoutreach
ask-the-tas
b-lit
b-sterile
b-swole
bed-bather
biz
body-extensions
bquenched-mockup
cad
carefresh
finance
fp-business-branding
fp-collar
fp-contraption
fp-design-manufacture
fp-logo
fp-outreach-testing
fp-presentation
fp-prototype-tests
fp-qa
fp-vacuum
future
general
help
logistics
mastery
mockup
patent
presentation-outine
quotes
random
sensing
si-yoda
site-management
sponge-bath-machine
41
95
19
26
201
99
59
62
65
627
527
251
300
107
23
10
261
2
152
370
180
10
66
146
116
47
414
18
24
105
2
699
365
157
12
2
45
19
12
89
5
69
55
39
Table continued on next page.
early concept
project management
assembly review prep
assembly review prep
assembly review prep
assembly review prep
assembly review prep
assembly review prep
assembly review prep
course-wide
early concept
early concept
early concept
early concept
business task force
early concept
early concept
CAD task force
early concept
financial
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
post-2.009-related
default
project management
project management
early stage
mockup review prep
post-2.009-related
final presentation prep
fun or social
default
unknown
project management
project management
early concept
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Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
team-a no 0 304 section A channel
team-b no 0 220 section B channel
teamswag yes 8 12 fun or social
testing yes 8 17 product testing task force
tools no 0 5 unknown
toolsideation yes 7 184 early concept
tr-collar no 0 3 technical review prep
tr-presentation yes 7 13 technical review prep
tr-structure yes 11 30 technical review prep
tr-tool-and-bit no 0 2 technical review prep
tr-tool-choice yes 8 35 technical review prep
tr-tool-interface yes 7 38 technical review prep
tr-wall-interface yes 7 39 technical review prep
updates yes 21 451 project management
vibrating-bracelet no 0 59 early concept
Table B.1 I
Table B.12: The 2017 Pink Team's channels.
Channel Active 1 Member [Messages Intention
Name I or Not? Count I Count I
adhesives
agendasminutes-teama
airspace
ask-the-tas
assem-review-slides
assem-presenters
audaware
availability
backwards
bizplan
cad
case
coda-general
coda-mockup
electronics
etfnew2
final-presentation
finances
for-the-mentors
general
general-teama
grab
housing
housing-packaging
information-officers
mechanism
mockup-mech-design
names
nickbdayplots
onlinebrochure
orders
page-flip
page-separation
patenting
pictures
pinks-on-stage
pink-pride
pneumatics
prototype-checkout
random
resources
section-b
suctionflip
systemintegration
tech-review-video,
64
17
190
625
66
44
257
157
241
109
101
46
42
288
703
149
508
89
90
1004
166
537
1
1160
54
762
99
55
22
23
22
125
140
45
3
168
66
65
75
164
53
395
41
156
43
Table continued on next page.
materials task force
project management
early concept
course-wide
assembly review prep
assembly review prep
early concept
project management
mechanical task force
business task force
CAD task force
mechanical task force
early concept
early concept
electrical task force
mechanical task force
final presentation prep
financial
mentor-related
default
section A channel
early concept
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
information officers
mechanical task force
early stage
product naming
fun or social
design task force
financial
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
post-2.009-related
unknown
final presentation prep
fun or social
mechanical task force
project management
default
user research task force
section B channel
mechanical task force
integration across task forces
technical review prep
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Table B.12 - continued from previous page.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
techleadersandsis yes 6 63 project management
tech-review-visuals no 0 38 technical review prep
todos-full yes 23 52 project management
todos-teama no 0 36 project management
todossection-b no 0 20 project management
ux-research yes 16 563 user experience task force
ux-triggering no 0 6 user experience task force
who-said-that yes 20 79 fun or social
wood-research no 0 15 materials task force
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Table B.13: The 2017 Purple Team's channels.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
animo-mockup
ask-the-tas
ateam
b
biology
businessteam
conflicts
electrical
finance
fungloves
gainz
general
handcuffs
helpinghands
ideasfair
industrial-design
manualproductteam
mechanical
mlproductteam
nyx-mockup-group
patents
presentation
random
segmented
setdesigners
sisandleaders
software
sticky
toolofficers
updates
user-test
user-testing
webmasters
yoda
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
277
640
340
348
20
115
129
1114
44
389
65
1756
9
78
26
16
14
405
9
312
0
572
264
61
27
99
339
7
7
237
575
30
9
178
early concept
course-wide
section A channel
section B channel
subject research
business task force
project management
electrical task force
financial
early concept
fun or social
default
early concept
project management
lecture-related
industrial design task force
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
unknown
early concept
market research
final presentation prep
default
mechanical task force
final presentation prep
project management
computer science task force
market research
tool officers
project management
user testing task force
user testing task force
Slack site masters
team yodas
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Table B.14: The 2017 Red Team's channels.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
109
3idea-designer
3ideas-presentation
a-stylist
ask-the-mentors-red
ask-the-tas
ask-the-tas-old
blink
business
business-model
cad-team
cad-render-submit
electrical-team
electronics-box
general
glasses
home-integration
interesting
measuredrinking
mechanical-team
music-3idea
pcb
piggybank
presentation
q-a
random
redb-finance
redb-general
redb-hunt
redb-mockup-dante
redb-yoda
redb3ideas
safety
script
sensor-correction
sensor-housing
slides
software
software-team
stepbac
storyboard
tech-research
tech-team
updates
user-research
video
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
117
61
242
36
643
234
163
86
14
84
11
82
76
997
42
14
21
336
35
60
344
146
235
17
183
31
191
23
224
27
44
140
32
122
346
205
49
127
226
164
58
105
207
331
124
early stage
early stage
early concept
mentor-related
course-wide
duplicate
early concept
business task force
business task force
CAD task force
CAD task force
electrical task force
mechanical task force
default
mechanical task force
computer science task force
early stage
early concept
mechanical task force
early concept
electrical task force
financial
final presentation prep
final presentation prep
default
section B channel
section B channel
section B channel
section B channel
section B channel
section B channel
safety officers
final presentation prep
electrical task force
mechanical task force
final presentation prep
computer science task force
computer science task force
early concept
assembly review prep
product integration
product integration
project management
user research task force
final presentation prep
The 2017 Silver Team's channels.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count _
3ideas-smartsleeve
absences
ask-the-tas
b
business
cad-bylhand
calendar
costing
electronics
electronics-ignore
final-product
firesense
form-factor
general
magnetar
materials
memes
presentation
random
reimbursements
scrubbing-elves
scrubbing-monkeys
section-a
sensors
shindig
silentshout
sketch-skibinding
solder-monkeys
testing
todo
user-research
no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
yes
0
24
14
0
16
0
21
4
17
0
13
14
21
29
0
11
28
20
29
22
13
2
0
17
21
0
0
11
14
0
18
54
109
628
257
31
67
188
24
782
7
140
212
301
859
183
28
34
299
55
24
34
2
296
112
29
114
148
18
40
14
91
early concept
project management
course-wide
section B channel
business task force
early concept
project management
business task force
electrical task force
duplicate
final presentation prep
early concept
industrial design task force
default
early concept
materials research
fun or social
final presentation prep
default
financial
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
section A channel
electrical task force
fun or social
early concept
early concept
electrical task force
product testing task force
project management
user research task force
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Table B. 15:
Table B.16: The 2017 Yellow Team's channels.
Channel Active Member Messages Intention
Name or Not? Count Count
aqua-lens
ask-the-tas
a-general
beacon-mockups
breathable
b-general
electronics-design
general
github
google-calendar
lets-b-random
mechanical-design
mechanical-hive
mechanical-queen
mechanical-scout
memes
pcb-design
presentation
product-testing
product-vision
purchases
random
scheduling
software
survivor
updates
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
6
15
8
6
5
9
17
25
7
21
6
19
10
10
7
8
8
25
8
17
22
25
4
14
5
24
363
635
148
300
158
284
544
980
177
234
17
1059
65
273
154
19
37
453
119
452
68
335
11
250
224
220
early concept
course-wide
section A channel
mockup review prep
early concept
section B channel
electrical task force
default
bot-related
bot-related
fun or social
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
mechanical task force
fun or social
electrical task force
presentation task force
user testing task force
establish cohesive vision
financial
fun or social
project management
computer science task force
early concept
project management
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B.2 Daily and Hourly Activity
Figure B-1 shows the day of the week and hour of the day charts for all 16 teams.
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(a) Blue 2016. Lab time was Tuesdays 7-10pm.
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(b) Green 2016. Lab time was Tuesdays 7-10pm.
Figure B-1: The amount of activity teams had by day of the week and by hour of the
day. Continued on next page.
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(c) Orange 2016. Lab time was Wednesdays 7-10pm.
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(d) Pink 2016. Lab time was Wednesdays 2-5pm.
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(e) Purple 2016. Lab time was Thursdays 9am-noon.
Figure B-1: The amount of activity teams had by day of the week and by hour of the
day. Continued on next page.
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(f) Red 2016. Lab time was Tuesdays 2-5pm.
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(g) Silver 2016. Lab time was Thursdays 2-5pm.
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(h) Yellow 2016. Lab time was Wednesdays 2-5pm.
Figure B-1: The amount of activity teams had by day of the week and by hour of the
day. Continued on next page.
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(i) Blue 2017. Lab time was Tuesdays 7-10pm.
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(j) Green 2017. Lab time was Tuesdays 7-10pm.
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(k) Orange 2017. Lab time was Wednesdays 7-10pm.
Figure B-1: The amount of activity teams had by day of the week and by hour of the
day. Continued on next page.
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(1) Pink 2017. Lab time was Wednesdays 2-5pm.
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(n) Red 2017. Lab time was Tuesdays 2-5pm.
Figure B-1: The amount of activity teams had by day of the week
day. Continued on next page.
and by hour of the
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(o) Silver 2017. Lab time was Thursdays 2-5pm.
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(p) Yellow 2017. Lab time was Wednesdays 2-5pm.
Figure B-1: The amount of activity teams had by day of the week and by hour of the
day.
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